The genetic relationship of mume cultivars was resolved by random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) assay using 95 decamer oligonucleotide primers. The heterozygosity within Prunus mume was confirmed by the numerous polymorphism of DNA fingerprints which exsist among cultivars.
Introduction
The mume (Prunus mume Sieb. et Zucc.) originated in Southeast China and has been cultivated since ancient time in Japan. The species is so genetically variant because there were many cultivars with the apricot characteristics.
Their classification has mainly been based on morphological characteristics (Tanaka, 1936; Yoshida and Kyotani 1971; Yoshida and Yamanishi, 1988) . Recently isozyme analysis has been used for classification of cultivars (Aoki et al., 1972; Ujiie et al., 1991) However, this method could not resolve relationship or identification among similar cultivars.
Currently two new methods to detect DNA polymorphisms were developed : 1) polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and 2) random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) assay (Williams et al., 1990) . In 544 T. Shimada, T. Haji, M. Yamaguchi, T. Takeda, K. Nomura and M. Yoshida Citrus (Matsuyama, 1993; , and
Malus (Harada, 1993) , the PCR method with a nucleotide primer were applied to cultivar classification, identification, and detection of mapping markers. In mume, this method is suitable for classifying cultivars because it allows the high detection of polymorphisms in their genome; besides the procedure is simpler than that of isozyme analysis.
In this paper, DNA polymorphisms and the phylogenetic relationship by RAPD assay using geno- Table 3 . Genetic distance among Ou-ume (large fruit) group. persica) and apricot (P. armeniaca), mume genome was the easiest to classify. From many annealing sites of primer, it was reconfirmed that mume had (Ujiie et al., 1991) . The same conclusion was obtaiend by the RAPD assay.
Classification of "Chuu-ume (medium fruit)" group
Eleven cultivars belonging to this group and five cultivars ('Issunbai', 'Taiwan yasei ume', 'Touji', 'Kankoubai', 'Koubai') for control were analyzed using 95 primers. Out of 784 different bands, 48 reliable polymorphic bands generated by 31 primers were chosen and subjected to the cluster analysis. Different DNA fragment appeared among the gels of 'Muroya', 'Inazumi' and 'Tounoume' in spite of the many assays conducted.
The discrimination among the other cultivars was possible with a minimum of 5 bands. The small variation hybrids were detected by RAPD assay. Considering this result, the degree of polymorphism detection by this method should have sufficient precision to identify mume cultivars.
Phylogenetic studies in mume
Mume classification has been researched by many methods, but they were influeced by environmental factors so that it was difficult to discriminate between closely related species and cultivars. RAPD assay directly reflects the structural differences of genome and it was not affected by environmental factors. It has the potentiality to study the phylogeny of species and should be the powerful tool to identify the mume cultivars.
In conclusion, we believe that mume cultivars should be divided into seven groups; 1) Taiwan mume, 2) Ko-ume (small fruit), 3) Chuu-ume (medium fruit), 4) Ou-ume (large fruit) with white flower, 5) Ou-ume (large fruit) with pink flower, 6) Anzu-ume or Bungo ume (apricot-mume hybrid), and 7) Sumomo-ume (plum-mume hybrid). The DNA fingerprints of mume genome generated by RAPD assay reflects the origin of mume cultivars.
Hence, this method is expected to assist in the identification and resolve the relationship among mume and apricot cultivars.
